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James C. Morton

This guide provides instant solutions to common and unfamiliar evidentiary problems that can arise in civil, criminal, family or administrative proceedings. It offers a recommended pattern of questions and answer for use in direct and cross-examination, and a step-by-step approach for resolving admissibility issues for all major problem areas in evidence.

$125 | June 2018 | ISBN: 9780433493853

Alberta Litigator's Pocket Reference, 2019/2020 Edition
Karen Salmon & Ira Nishisato

This user-friendly annual handbook provides a one-stop source of information for every civil litigator, legal assistant, articling student and paralegal in Alberta.


Annotated Alberta Business Corporations Act, 2020 Edition
Bryce C. Tingle & J. Paul D. Barbeau

A valuable resource for anyone dealing with corporate and securities law in the Province of Alberta, featuring expert commentary from recognized industry leaders Bryce Tingle and Paul Barbeau.


NEW Annotated Alberta Securities Legislation, 2020 Edition
Editor: Dan Wilson


NEW Civil Procedure and Practice in Alberta, 2020 Edition
Darren Reed & Glen Poelman

This book is an annotated version of the Alberta Rules of Court, providing commentary, case law and practice notes. It serves as a quick reference guide to civil litigators and judges on the interpretation of the Rules.


Procedural Strategies for Litigators in Alberta, 2nd Edition
Will Cascadden

The first Alberta practice guide to use court procedural rules effectively and strategically to strengthen a party’s position in a law suit, and increase the efficiency of litigation, this work will be invaluable for both novice and experienced litigators.
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**Alberta Corporations Law Guide**  
**Bryce C. Tingle, Bryan C. Haynes, J. Paul D. Barbeau, Bruce A. Hibbard & Kristos Q. Iatridis**

Essential for anyone dealing with Alberta corporate law, this publication has all relevant Acts and Regulations, decisions, rulings, releases, tables of concordance, reference charts, and forms for companies and societies under Alberta law. Also included is an annotated version of the Alberta Business Corporations Act, which provides up-to-date expert commentary and case law related to the provisions of the Act.


**Alberta Limitations Manual, 2nd Edition**  
**General Editor: LexisNexis Canada Editorial**

This Canadian civil law manual provides coverage of all Alberta limitations statutes and enables users to easily and reliably locate the applicable statutory limitation period governing the commencement of an action, the bringing of an appeal and the instituting of various other proceedings and prosecutions.

$820 | Updates Billed As Issued | ISBN: 9780433454861

**Personal Injury Damage Assessments in Alberta**  
**General Editor: LexisNexis Canada Editorial**

This work is a concise catalogue of cases dealing with the assessment of personal injury damages arising from motor vehicle accidents as well as other causes. The digests offer a succinct statement of the facts and enumerate the details of the quantum of damages awarded.

$820 | Updates Billed As Issued | ISBN: 9780409985016

**Alberta Family Law**  
**Karen M. McDougall**

This annotated looseleaf provides access to the federal and provincial statutes, rules and regulations that you need in order to practice family law in Alberta.

$775 | Annual Subscription | ISBN: 9780409996708

**Employment in Alberta, 2nd Edition**  
**Philip McLaren**

Provides guidance on the laws, regulations, programs, plans and practices affecting conditions of work and employee benefits in Alberta.

$1,210 | Updates Billed As Issued | ISBN: 9780433437734
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